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(Communicated by Prof. T. A. SPRINGER at the meeting of October 29, 1966) 
A mean (more precisely, an invariant mean) on an abelian semigroup S 
is a positive shift-invariant linear function on the space of all bounded 
real functions on S which assigns the number l to the constant function l. 
Every abelian semigroup has such a mean (see, for instance, [l ]). 
Clearly, if one wants to study means on spaces of functions that take 
their values in a non-Archimedean valued field, one will have to change 
this definition considerably, as no order is available in such a field. But 
even if one simply drops the positivity condition, replacing in the other 
conditions "the field of the real numbers" by "a non-Archimedean valued 
field K", the situation is less simple than in the classical case. For example, 
one proves easily that there cannot be a mean in the additive semigroup '][) 
of the positive integers. For, if we define the functions e and I on 1} by 
e(n} =nlK (n E 1l) 
l(n) = lK (n E 1l) 
(where lK is the unit element of K), then e and I are bounded, and 
l(n) =e(n+ l} -e(n) for every n; then a mean must assign the value lK 
to the constant function f; but a shift-invariant linear function that is 
defined in e assigns to I the number 0. 
In this paper we will investigate the problem for what abelian semi-
groups S there does exist a mean on the space @Jff(S) of all bounded 
K-valued functions on S. Here in the definition of "mean" the condition 
of positivity will be replaced by a continuity condition. 
The most striking result is that, givenS, the only property of K relevant 
to the existence of a mean with values in K, is the characteristic of the 
residue class field of K. 
Next we look the problem from a different angle. Given S and K, 
do there exist means on suitable non-trivial subspaces of @Jff(S)? 
Finally we restrict our attention to spaces of continuous functions on 
topological groups. 
The author expresses his gratitude to Prof. A. F. Monna for bringing 
the subject to his attention. 
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1. Dramatis Personae 
In the sequel K is a field with a non-Archimedean valuation I I· The 
characteristic of its residue class field is p. We assume K to be spherically 
complete. Then ([2)) the Hahn-Banach theorem holds for normed linear 
spaces over K, i.e. if 2 is a normed linear space over K, 21 a linear 
subspace of 2, and p, : 21 ~ K a bounded linear map, then p, has a 
linear extension p, : 2 ~ K of the same norm. 
Sis an abelian semigroup (operation + ). ~$'(S) is the set of all bounded 
maps S ~ K. For f E ~$'(S) we put 11/11 = sup {1/(s)l Is E S}. With II II as 
norm ~$'(S) is a Banach space (K is spherically complete, hence complete). 
The symbol 1x indicates both the unit element of K and the constant 
function on S whose value is 1x. For XC S, xx is the characteristic 
function of X with values in K. 
I is the identity map ~$'(S) ~ ~$'(S). An xES induces a shift 
Qz : ~$'(S) ~ ~$'(S) by 
!la:f(y) = f(x+y) (f E ~$'(S), y E S). 
A linear subspace 2 of ~$'(S) is invariant if !lx2 C 2 for each x E S. 
If 2 is such an invariant linear space that contains the constant functions, 
and if S' is any subset of S, then an S' -mean on 2 is a linear map p, : 2 ~ K 
for which 
(1} 
(2) 
(3) 
11~-tii<L 
p,(1x} = 1x. 
p, o Qz = p, for every x E S'. 
A mean on 2 is an S-mean on 2. 
The semigroup of the positive integers is called 11. 
2. The fundamental theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 2 be an invariant linear space of bounded 
K -valued functions on S that contains the constants. LetT be a generating 
subset of S. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an 
invariant mean on 2 is 
" (*) ll1x-! (l-Qz;)/111>1 for all nE11, 
. i= 1 
Xt, ... , Xn ET, /1, ... , fn E 2. 
Proof. (Nee.) If p, is a mean on 2 and if Xt, ... , Xn E T, /1, ... , fn E 2, 
then 
lllx- E(I -!lz;)/ill > lp,[1x-E(J -!lz;)/i] I= 
= l1x- Ep,(fj} + Ep,(Qz;/1) I= 1. 
(Suff.) Assume that(*) holds. Let 2o be the linear subspace of 2 that 
is generated by all (J -Qz)f (x E T, f E 2.) For .x E K and g E 2o, 
15 Series A 
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I~XI < II~Xlx+gll. Thus we can define a function P,l on {tXlx+gi~X E K, g E 2o} 
by P,l(tXlx +g)= IX. This P,l is linear and llt-t1ll <I. Because K is spherically 
complete there exists a linear extension p, : 2 -+ K of P,l such that 
llt-tii<L Then p,(Ix)=l, and p,(f)=p,(Qxf) for every xET and fE2. 
Therefore p, is a mean on 2. 
Corollary 2.2. Let 2 be as in the theorem. Assume that for every 
finite set F C S there is an F-mean on 2. Then there is a mean on 2. 
For S' C S and f E &Off(S) we denote by fiS' the restriction off to S'. 
For an invariant linear subspace 2 of &Off(S) let 21S' be {tiS' If E 2}. 
Corollary 2.3. Let !l' be an invariant linear subspace of &Off(S) that 
contains the constants. Assume that for every finitely generated sub-
semigroup S' of S there is an S'-mean on 21S'. Then there is a mean on 2. 
Proof. Take x1, ... , Xn E S, /1, ... , fn E 2. The XJ generate a semi-
group S' C S. Because there is a mean on 21S', 
Hence, a fortiori 
3. Almost periodic functions 
Let f E &0/F(S), e > 0, a E S. A number m E TI is an a-s-period of f if 
there exists a k E 11 such that II Q~f- Q~+mf II < e. Then this same in-
equality is valid for all sufficiently large k. For a given f, e, a the a-s-periods 
of f form a subsemigroup of 1). 
f EBOff(S) is weakly almost periodic (f Eif""dPJJ(S)) if for all a ES and 
e>O there exists an a-s-period which is not divisible by p. (For p=O this 
is always true if {Qafla ES} is a totally bounded subset of &0/F(S), which 
might be a reasonable definition for almost periodicity of f). 
Theorem 3.1. if"" dPJJ(S) is a Banach space on which there exists 
a mean. 
Proof. Iff, g EBOff(S), e>O, a ES, and if m, n are a-s-periods off 
and g, respectively, then mn is an a-s-period of f+g. From this it follows 
easily that if"" dPJJ(S)is a linear subspace of &0/F(S). Further, iff, g E &0/F(S), 
e < 0, a ES, and if llf-gll <e, then every a-s-period off is an a-s-period 
of g. Thus if"" dPJJ(S) is closed in &Off(S) and therefore is a Banach space. 
It contains the constants, and it is not hard to prove that it is invariant. 
If there is no mean on if"" dPJJ(S), then by 2.1 there exist a1, ... ,an E S 
and /1, ... , fn E if"" dPJJ(S) with lllx- .Ei(I -Qa;)fill <I. We shall show that 
there exist g1, ... , gn-1 E if"" dPJJ(S) such that 
n-1 
lllx - ! (I -Qai)gi II< I. 
=1 
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From this a contradiction follows readily. 
Let m be an an-I-period of fn· For j = 1, ... , n put (Jj =m-1 [fi + 
+Danfi+D~fi+ ... +~-1/j]. Then we have 
n m-1 n 
IIIK- ! (I -QU-i)(Jj II= I m-1 1· II ! Q~[lK- ! (I -Da;)f1] II 
;~1 k~o ;~1 
n 
<lm-1 l·lllK-! (I-Dai)fill<l. 
i~ 1 
Now II(I-Dan)(/nll=lm-1 1 · 11/n-D:!;,fnll<l, and consequently 
n-1 
lllK- ! (I -Da;)llill < l. 
;~ 1 
Note. It is easy to prove (see 6.2) that on if'"d&i'(11) there is only 
one mean. 
4. Means on EJI~(S) 
Let a ES. The period of a is 0 if x+mao;6x for all xES and m Ell. 
Otherwise the period is the smallest m E 11 for which there exists an 
xES with x+ma=x. It is easy to see that x+ma=x (x, a E Sand mE 11) 
can only occur if m is a multiple of the period of a. 
S is p-free (p being the characteristic of the residue class field of K) 
if no element of S has a period which is a multiple of p. Then inparticular 
no element has period 0. Conversely, if p=O and no element of S has 
period 0, then Sis p-free. A group is p-free if and only if it is a torsion 
group without elements of order p. 
Theorem 4.1. There is a mean on f!I~(S) if and only if S is p-free. 
Proof. (Only if) Let 1-' be a mean on EJI~(S) and let a E S. For x, yES 
we define x "' y if there exist m, n E 11 so that x + ma = y + na. This "' is 
an equivalence relation. Let X be a subset of S that has exactly one point 
in common with each equivalence class. 
It is not hard to show that, if the period of a is 0, there is a map f : S ~ K 
such that 
(1) f(x)=OifxEX; 
(2) f(x+a) = f(x) -1K for all x E S. 
Then f E EJI~(S) and (I.-Da)f= 1K. According to Theorem 2.1 this 
contradicts the existence of a mean on EJI~(S). 
Thus the period of a cannot be 0. Now assume that p#O while the 
period of a is q#O. Let 
Y={y ESI There exist x EX and m, n E11 such that y+mqa=x+nqa}. 
For every z E S there is a unique x E X for which there exist, m, n E 11 
so that z + ma = x + na. A little computation yields 
(Da)1 Xy(z) = 1K if and only if m.-n =i (mod q) 
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for j=O, 1, ... Hence, XY+Daxy+ ... +.Qg-1xy=lK, so that f.t(Xy)=q-1. 
Because IIXYII=l, lq-11<1, and q is not divisible by p. 
(If) AssumeS to be p-free. By Corollary 2.2 it suffi.cies to show that 
for every finite set F C S there is an F-mean on @Jff(S). The existence of 
such an F-mean is trivial if F=0. Thus we may proceed by induction: 
Write F=F1 U {a} and assume the existence of an F1-meanf.ton @Jff(S). 
There exist xES and q E 11 with lqlKI = 1 and x+qa=x. For f E @Jff(S) put 
ft'(/) = lq-11KI· [{t(DaJ) + {t(.Qx+a/) + ··· + ft(.Qx+(q-1)a/)]. 
Then ft' is an F-mean on @Jff(S). 
5. Totally bounded functions 
Let ff@J(S) be the set of all f E @Jff(S) for which the range off is totally 
bounded inK. Then a K-valued function on Sis in ff@J(S) if and only if 
it is a uniform limit of linear combinations of (K-valued) characteristic 
functions. Therefore ff@J(S) is an invariant Banach space. 
If K is a local field, then fff11J(S) =81Jff(S). 
Lemma 5.1. Let n E 11, and let K be the field of the rationals with 
the trivial valuation. Then there is a mean on fff11J(11n). Here 11n is the 
semigroup of all sequences (x~, ... , Xn), x~, ... , Xn E 11. 
Proof. Let eJ=(t5JI, ... , t5Jn) where t5 is the Kronecker symbol. We 
write .Qi instead of De;, and we denote by I I the (Archimedean) absolute 
value inK. 
Assume /1, ... , fn E ff@J(1}n). The range of each/; is finite. Put A =l.u.b. 
{lft(x)llx E 11n, j = 1, ... , n}. Further, let m be an integer larger than 2An 
and let R= {x E 11n1x1<m for every j}. Then for each j 
! (I -.QJ)IJ(x) = ! /;(x)- ! fi(x+ei) = ! IJ(x)- ! /i(x) 
:>:ER :>:ER :>:ER :>:ER :>:ER 
"';~1 .,.~m 
so that 
I! (.Ej(J -.Qi)/J(X))j <; 
:>:ER 
<! ! f!J(x)l +! ! lf1(x)l..;;;; 2nmn-1A < mn= ! 1. 
i :>:ER i :>:ER :>:ER 
"';~1 o:;~m 
Thus there is an x E R with E1(I- .QJ)/J(x) #-1. 
Consequently, !IlK- E1(l -.QJ)fJII = 1 for all choices of /1, ... ,fn E ff@J(fln). 
According to Theorem 2.1 this implies the existence of a mean on fff11J(11n). 
Theorem 5.2. There is a mean on ff@J(S) if and only if either p=O 
or S is p-free. 
Proof. (If) S is p-free there is even a mean on @Jff(S) (See 4.1). 
Now assume p = 0. Let Q be the field of rational numbers with the 
trivial valuation. There is a Q-linear map f/J : K--+ Q such that f/J(£XlK)=£X 
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for IX E Q, and {/>({3) = 0 if f3 E K, 1/31 < 1. Then 1{/>({3)1 < 1/31 for every f3 E K. 
Let a1, ... , an E S and /I, ... , In E .r Pll(S). The a1 generate a semigroup 
S' C S and there is a homomorphism -r : lln~ S' that sends each ei (see 
the proof of 5.1.) into the corresponding a1. Write g1=q, o Ito -r. Then 
ile;f!t=q, o (Da;IJ) o-r, and (Lemma 5.1) 
1=111Q-E(1-De;)fltll=llq, o [1K-E(1-Da;)lt] o d<lllK-E(1-Qa;)ltll· 
According to 2.1 we now may conclude that there is a mean on Y"Pll(S). 
(Only if). Assume that pi=O and that there is a mean on Y"Pll(S). 
The set {n1Kin is an integer} is totally bounded inK. Therefore, in order 
to prove that S is p-free we can simply take over the first part of the 
proof of Theorem 4.1, replacing Pllff by Y"Pll. 
6. The semigroup ll. 
The case S = 11 is particularly interesting because a mean on a space 
of functions on 11 will be something like a Banach limit on a space of 
sequences. 
From 4.1 it is evident that there exists no mean on Pllff(11). One can 
see this in a more elementary way: Let e E Pllff(11) be defined by 
e(n)=n1K (nEll). 
If p, is any shift-invariant linear function (not necessarily continuous) 
on any invariant linear subspace of Pllff(11) that contains this e, then 
Thus p, cannot be a mean. We shall show that one can define means in 
invariant subspaces of Pllff(ll) that "keep away" from e. 
We define orthogonality of I, g E Pllff(11) in the usual way (see [3]) by 
I _Lg if IIIXI + f3gll =max (111XIII , llf3gll) for all IX, f3 E K. 
For .I£' C Pllff(TI) and g E Pllff(11) we write .I£' _Lg instead of "I _Lg for 
each I E .I£'". 
Theorem 6.1. (1) Let .I£' be an invariant linear subspace of Pllff(TI) 
that contains 1K. There exists a mean on .I£' if and only if .I£' _Le (e is as 
in the beginning of this section). (2) If .I£' is maximal among the invariant 
linear subspaces of Pllff(11) that are orthogonal toe, then there is a unique 
mean on .I£'. In this case .I£' contains if" d&'(fl). 
Proof. We write Q instead of !21. 
(1) Assume .I£' _Le. We have to prove that 1..;;111K-(1 -!2)111 for every 
I E.I£1. Let e=II1K-(1-Q)III· For jEll, e>l1-l(j)+l(j+1)1. Thus, for 
n=1, 2, .... 
n-1 
e> I! [1-l{i)+l{i+1)]1=1n-1-l(1)+1(n)l. 
~1 
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Let g(n)=/(1)-/(n)+1 (nE11). Then gE!f', so that gj_e, and 
1 = \\e\\ < \\e -g\\ = supn \n-1- /(1) + f(n)\ ,-;;;s. 
Conversely, assume that !!' j_ e is false. There exist f E !!' and ex, (3 E K 
so that llexe+f3fll< max (llxell, 11(3/11). Take g=ex-1(3/ (of course ex#O). 
Then g E !!', and max (1, llgll)= \ex!-1 max (\ex\, 11(3/11)> \ex\-11\exe+(J/11= 
=lie+ gl\. Then II gil= I\ ell= 1 and lie+ gil< 1. But then \I1K- (I- .Q)gll = 
= 1\(.Q- I)( e +g) II< lie+ gil< 1. Because g E !!' this implies that on !!' there 
is no mean (see Theorem 2.1). 
(2) From the first part of this proof we know that there is a mean fl 
on!!'. Let !f'1={g EP4ff(11) I (I-.Q)g Eff', t-t(I-.Q)g=O}. This !1'1 is an 
invariant subspace of .?4ff(11) and for all g E !1'1 and ex, (3 E K one obtains 
llexe + (3gll > II(.Q- I)(exe + (3g)ll = l\ex1K- (I- .Q)(3gll >It-t [ex1K- (I- .Q)(3g ]I= lex\. 
From this it follows that!!' 1 j_ e, so that !!' 1 =!!'because of the maximality 
of !!'. (!!' C !1'1 is trivial). 
Now take any f E !!'. Let g(n) = /(1) + /(2) + ... + f(n) -nt-t(/). for n E 11. 
Then g E .?4ff(11), (I -.Q)g= t-tU) · h-.Qf E !!',and t-t((I -.Q)g) = t-tU)t-t(1K)-
-t-t(.Q/)=0. Thus g E !1'1=!1'. If t-t' is another mean on!!', then by the 
same reasoning we find g'E!f', where g'(n)=/(1)+ ... +/(n)-nt-t'(/) 
(n E11). Then [t-t(/)-t-t'(/)]e=g-g' E !!'.Because e ¢= !!', fl,(/)=t-t'(/). Thus 
we have proved that there is only one mean on !!'. 
Finally we show that iF d 9(11) C !!'. More generally: 
Lemma 6.2. Let fl be a mean on an invariant linear space!!' C .?4ff(11) 
that contains 1K, and let v be a mean on iF .#9(11). Then there is a mean 
on !!'+if'" d9(11) that extends both fl and v. 
Proof. It is easy to see that we have only to prove that It-t(/)+ 
+v(g)l < 1\f +gil for f E!i' andg Eir d9(11),forthen we can define t-t'(/+g) = 
= t-tU) +v(g) (f E !!', g E iF .#9(11)), and t-t' will have the required properties. 
Take f E !!' and g E iF .#9(11). Let s= It-t(/) +v(g) I> 0. There exist 
m, n E 11 such that II.Qmg- .Qm+ngll < s while n is not a multiple of p. 
Let ij=.Qmg+.Qm+lg+ ... +.Qm+n-1g, J=.Qmj+ ... +.Qm+n-1j. Then lliJ-.Qijll 
<s. Now for every k E11, liJ(k)-ij(1)l<lli}-.Qgl\ (proof by induction), 
so that l\iJ-ij(1)1KII<s. Therefore lv(ij)-ij(1)l<s, and consequently 
lliJ-v(ij)1KII<s. Now s=lt-tU)+v(g)l=ln-11· lt-t(/)+v(iJ)I=It-t(f)+v(iJ)I = 
= lt-tU+v(ij)1K) I< llf+v(ij)1KII· Then e= II [ij-v(ij)1K] + [f+v(ij)1K] II= 
=llf+iJII<IIf+gl\, whence 11/+gll>lt-tU)+v(g)l, as we intended to prove. 
Note. Incidentally we have shown that the mean on ird9(11) is 
unique. (Take !!'=if'" d9(11) in the lemma). 
7. Topological groups. 
An abelian topological group G with neutral element o is called torsional 
("torsionstopologisch", [7]) if 
(1) o has a neighborhood basis consisting of open subgroups. 
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(2) For x E G and for any neighborhood U of o there is an n E fl such 
that nx E U. 
By Theorem 17 of [5, part I], (1) is always true if G is locally compact 
and zero-dimensional. Therefore every compact zero-dimensional abelian 
group is torsional. 
A torsional group G is p-free if 
(3) For any two open subgroups A, B of G with A C Band [B : A]< oo, 
this [ B : A] is not a multiple of p. 
Thus, if p = 0 every torsional group is p-free. It is easy to prove that 
a locally compact torsional group G is p-free if for any two compact open 
subgroups A, B with A C B, the index [B :A] is not divisible by p. 
(See [6]). 
Making use of (1) and (2) one can formulate (3) as 
(3') If A is any open subgroup of G, then GfA contains no element 
of order p. 
(Note that this GfA is a torsion group). Thus a discrete torsion group 
is p-free if and only if its underlying group is a p-free semigroup. 
Let G be an abelian topological group whose underlying group is S. 
0/rt'(G) is the Banach space of all bounded uniformly continuous K-valued 
functions on G. Then an f E PAff(S) is in OUrt'(G) if and only if for every 
positive real number e there is a neighborhood U of o E G such that 
11/-.!Jxfll<e for all XE U. 
Theorem 7.1. Let G be an abelian topological group in which o has 
a neighborhood basis consisting of open subgroups. Then there is a mean 
on OUrt'(G) if and only if G is a p-free torsional group. 
Proof. (Only if) Assume that there is a mean on OUrt'(G). Let U be 
an open subgroup of G. The natural projection G--+ GfU induces a map 
PAff(GjU)--+ OUrt'(G) by composition. Thus there exists a mean on PAff(G/U). 
By Theorem 4.1 this implies that GfU is a p-free torsion group. But if 
for each open subgroup U C G, GfU is a p-free torsion group, the G itself 
must be a p-free torsional group. 
(If) Now let G be a p-free torsional group. We shall prove that 
OUrt'(G) Cit'" dPJJ(S) (S is again the underlying group of G). Then by 3.1 
there is a mean on OUrt'(G). 
Let e>O. There is a neighborhood U of G such that 11/-.!Jxfll<e for 
x E U. Because G is p-free, for every a E G there is an n E fl, pfn, so that 
an E U. But then 11/-.Qan/ll<e. Therefore f EirdPJJ(S). 
Corollary 7.2. Let G be a compact zero-dimensional abelian group. 
(Then G is certainly torsional). Then there is a mean on the space of all 
continuous K-valued functions on G, if and only if G is p-free. 
This corollary ties in with the known results on the existence of a 
K-valued Haar measure on G (See [4]). 
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